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Abstract 
We study Hopf invariants of a kind constructed classically by Berstein, Hilton and Ganea. Beyond 
basic properties of such Hopf invariants we also consider comparisons to other generalizations of 
the Hopf invariant as have been made by Nomura (1966), Walker (1979) and recently Marcum. 
Our principal example here of a Hopf invariant of the Berstein-Hilton-Ganea kind is the Ganea- 
Hopf invariant GHI: CL’M(f,g) + L’Cf * OC,. The main result we establish for GHI is a 
computational formula, one term of which involves the dual product of Arkowitz. 
Keywords: Hopf invariant; Whitehead product; Dual product pairing; Homotopy abelian 
structures; Exterior join functor 
AMS classification: SSQ25; SSQlS 
0. Introduction 
In this paper we consider certain Hopf invariants which may be constructed by using 
the classical approach of Berstein-Hilton. Namely, to each map c: C + A V B we 
associate a Hopf invariant cH1: CRC -+ RA * OB (see Definition 3.1 below). Indeed 
when p : X + X V X is an H’-structure on the space X then PHI : Ef2X + L?X * L?X 
is essentially the Hopf invariant 8 constructed in [3, (3.10)]. And the same method 
of construction was employed by Ganea [7] who treated the Hopf invariant obtained 
from the cooperator map Cf + CC V Cf where Cf is the mapping cone of a map 
f:C+A. 
We devote the first part of the paper (through Section 3) to a general development of 
basic properties of the Hopf invariant cH1. A key observation is Proposition 3.5 which 
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relates cH1 to a homotopy operation canonically associated with the exterior join func- 
tor. We also establish (see Theorem 2.11) a connection between cH1 and {cr o c}HI 
where o : A V B + B V A is the interchange of factors map. For this purpose a form 
of the dual product of Arkowitz [l] is required. In Section 2 we give the definition 
of the dual product that we use (it differs slightly from Arkowitz’s original defini- 
tions) and also examine the relation of the dual product to homotopy abelian proper- 
ties. 
The remainder of the paper (beginning with Section 4) is devoted to a study of the 
example which we have called the Ganea-Hopf invariant and denoted by GHI. By def- 
inition, GHI = $JHI: E.flM(f, g) -+ L’C, * L’C, where $ : M( f, g) + Cf V C, is the 
canonical map from the double mapping cylinder of a pair A .f C -% B to the wedge 
of their mapping cones. 
Our main result (see Theorem 7.2 below) computes the Ganea-Hopf invariant 
GHI(r): U * V + RCf * L’C, of any map r : U * V -+ M( f, g) which can be 
functorially induced by the double mapping cylinder functor from the following data. 
-L J L 
A+--- C -----+B 
f 9 
(Here pu and pv denote projection maps, and the double arrow notation indicates a 
given homotopy between two composite maps.) Our result shows that GHI(r) may be 
expressed as the sum of two terms. One term in this sum is essentially determined by 
the wedge type of y (as suggested by the classical computation of the Hopf invariant 
of the Hopf construction). The other term we describe by using the dual product; it 
arises from homotopy abelian properties of structures on the spaces involved and will 
frequently vanish. In obtaining this result, some specific computations in [4] were helpful 
in suggesting that the expression for GHI(r) should generally involve two terms rather 
than one. 
The proof of the main theorem uses Theorem 2.11 as an essential ingredient but it 
also depends heavily on an analogous result for a Hopf invariant which is defined and 
considered in [ll]. In fact in our development we examine carefully the relationship 
between the Ganea-Hopf invariant above, the Hopf invariant of [l l] and those Hopf 
invariants formulated by Nomura [ 121 and Walker [ 131. The reader is referred to [5] for 
an extensive survey of Hopf invariants. 
1. The HI-operator 
We work throughout in the category of well-pointed based spaces. A systematic no- 
tation will be used in regard to the adjoint isomorphism r(CA, B) E n(A, LIB). We 
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denote by u’ : A + RB the adjoint of U: EA -+ B and by ub : EA -+ B the adjoint of 
‘u : A -+ RB. In particular the equations 
r/x = (lzx)’ : x -+ ncx, EX = (lox)b : ZCRX -+ x 
define the canonical maps. These maps satisfy the relations EEX o C(QX) = lxx and 
0(&X) 0770x = lnx. 
If CX is a suspension space then 
w=w~x:~x_,cxv~x, w[5,t] = 1 (kc, 247 *I, o<t<;, (*, [2,2t - l]), ; < t < 1, 
denotes the suspension comultiplication on EX. Let 
r=--Lxx:CX+CX, r[s,t] = [Cc, 1 -t], 
denote parameter reversal. Also recall that the Whitehead product map W : A * B + 
CA V EB is defined by 
&‘[a, b, t] = 
1 
(*, [b, 1 - 2t]), 0 < t < +, 
([a,2t - 11, *), ; < t < 1. 
Next define X : C(A x B) + CA V CB to be the composite 
C(AxB) “+C(AXB)VC(AXB) 
--c(PA)v%B) 
> CAv/EB 
where PA and pi denote the projection maps. Let lc : A* B -+ C(A x B) be the canonical 
quotient map collapsing the ends of the join A * B. Then one has the relations: 
xoroK=W, AoK.c1(0. 
Also let q : A x B + A A B be the quotient map to the smash product. Since we work 
with well-pointed spaces the composite 
v:A*B 2 C(AXB) Z C(AI~B) 
is a homotopy equivalence and is used to give a cogroup structure to A * B. Denote 
by % : E(A A B) + CA V CB the unique class satisfying % o v = IV. Then (cf. [ 1, 
Theorem 2.41 or [lo, (4.3)]) we have 
~~~:~=-~CAOC(~A)-~~BOC(~~)+~CAOC(Z)A)+~CBOZ~(~B) (1.1) 
where jEA : EA L) EA V CB and j0 : CB v EA V CB are the inclusion maps. 
From [ 1 l] we have: 
Proposition 1.1. The square 
L’A*flB 5 AvB 
1 1 inc 
* ---+AxB 
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in which e denotes the composite 
--E,z,V--EB 
fiA*fi~ WZQAV.EQB ------+AvB, 
is a homotopy pullback. Furthermore l# : TT(CX, 6’A * OB) -+ r(CX, A V B) is a 
monomorphism for any space X. 
When required for clarity of notation, the fiber projection e: 6’A * OB + A V B 
in Proposition 1.1 shall be denoted e A~B. Furthermore we shall use just eA to denote 
eA,A:RA*fIA+AVA. 
Definition 1.2. A map c : C -+ A V B is said to have projection-type (cr, /3) if the square 
A 1 1 inc 
CxC ----+AxB 
QXB 
is homotopy commutative. We shall use the notation c&p = (o x ,O) o A. 
Proposition 1.3. Let j.4 : A + A V B and j, : B -+ A V B denote the inclusion maps. 
Suppose that v : CV + A V B is a map of projection-type (‘UA, wug). Then the equation 
(inc)ov=(inc)o(jAowA+jgo~g):CV-+Ax B 
holds. 
Proof. Note that the inclusion inc : A V B + A x B may be written as the composite 
AvB a (AVB)v(AvB) 
(inc) 7 (ix) 
--------,AxB. 
From this observation it follows that the composite 
cv w\vvcv 
VA vu.5 inc 
--------,AvB -----+AxB 
represents the sum 
However the above composite (inc) o (VA V wg) o w is also easily seen to represent 
(WA x wg),o @..w. Since by hypothesis ‘u has projection-type (VA, we), this latter equals 
(inc) o w and so the proposition is obtained. 0 
Definition 1.4. For arbitrary spaces U, C, A and B we define a function 
r(CU, C) x n(C, A V B) 5 7r(CU, RA * QB) 
(%C) ’ > cHI(u) 
as follows. Suppose given maps u : CU -+ C and c : C + A V B. Let ((Y, p) denote 
the projection-type of c. Thus c o u has projection-type (CY o U, /? o u). Then by use 
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of Propositions 1.3 and 1.1 there must exist a unique class cHI(u) : CU + RA * f2B 
satisfying the equations 
eocHI(u)=cou.-jBoPou-jAoaou 
=coU-(cuvp)o(UvU)ow~:u. 
Here as before jA : A L) A V B and j, : B c) A V B are the inclusions. The first of 
these expressions for e o cHI(u) is called the characterizing equation. From the second 
expression we obtain the next proposition. It shows that cHI(u) can be regarded as 
measuring the deviation to u being a map compatible with the suspension structure on 
CX and the structure on C specified by the map c. In fact Proposition 1.5 may be made 
the focus of one’s definition of the Hopf invariant; compare [6]. 
Proposition 1.5. cHI(u) = 0 if and only if the diagram 
.Eu ~.Euvcl_J 
ZL 
1 1 
(no,)v(fio,) 
C + AvB 
is homotopy commutative. 
Other basic properties of the HI-operator are given in the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.6. Let the notation be us in Dejnition 1.4. Then: 
(i) Zf f : V + U is a map then cHI(u 0 Cf) = cHI(u) 0 Cf : CV + &‘A * f2B. 
(ii) The equation cHI(u) = cHI(&c) o E(u.) is valid. 
(iii) The equation 
Co21= [-j~o&~, -j, o Ed] o cHI(u) + jAOoou+j~opou 
is valid where the bracket here denotes Whitehead product. 
(iv) If v : CV -+ .ZJ is a map then 
cHI(u o v) = {co u}HI(v) : CV + flA Y f2B. 
In particular cHI(u) = {c 0 u}HI(I~~J). 
(v) Let a : A -+ A’ and b : B + B’ be given. Then 
{(a V b) o c}HI(zl) = (flu * fib) o cHI(n) : 227 -+ OA’ * QB’. 
(vi) Suppose c and Z are maps C + A V B having the same projection-type. Let 
21: CU 4 C be given. Then cHI(u) = EHI(u) if and only if c o ZL = C o ZL, 
Proof. (i) By the characterizing equation note that 
~~cHI(‘IL~C~)=CO~OC~-_~~OPOUOC~~-_~AOQ:OUOC~ 
={CoU--jBOPoU--jAOCYOU}O~f 
= l o cHI(u) o Ef. 
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Because C is injective on homotopy we may conclude that cHI(u o Cf) = cHI(u) o Ef. 
(ii) Since u = EC o C(U’) this follows directly from part (i). 
(iii) This is just a restatement of the characterizing equation, using the Whitehead 
product expression for f! given in Proposition 1.1. 
(iv) Observe that 
~ocHI(uov)=couov-jBoPou,ov-jAocrouov 
= e o {c o u}HI(v), 
the last equality valid because c o u has projection type (cr o U, p o u). The result follows. 
(v) Note that e’ o (0 a * 6%) = (CL V b) o f? where e = eAvB and f? = !A’vB’ are the 
fiber projections. Hence 
C’ o (L?a * fib) o cHI(u) = (a V b) 0 ! 0 cHI(u) 
=(UVb)o{cou.-j~oPou,--jAocuo~} 
=(UVb)o{cou.-j~,obopou-jA’Oaoaou} 
= e’ o {(o v b) o c}HI(u) 
and the result follows. 
(vi) This is immediate by use of the characterizing equation. 0 
Definition 1.7. For spaces A and B let T: A * B + B * A be defined by T[a, b, t] = 
[b,u,1-t],fora~A,b~B,Oft~l.Alsoletthemapsa:AVB~BVAand 
0 : A x B -+ B x A denote interchange of factors. 
Then the diagram 
flA*L’B 1 L’B*RA 
AvB 2 BvA 
inc 
1 1 
inc 
AxB 2 BxA 
is commutative. 
2. Homotopy abelian properties and the dual product pairing 
Definition 2.1. For a space X recall from Section 1 that w denotes the suspension 
comultiplication on CX. We define a class 
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by setting ~5 = {w - CY o w}HI(l zx). Now if w and the composite map 
cx ~.Exvcx Lcxvcx 
are homotopic maps then w is said to be homotopy abelian. Note that w and u o w both 
have projection-type (1 CX, 1 CX). Hence and by the characterizing equation we have 
e o 6 = w - u o w. From this we deduce that b = 0 if and only if w is homotopy abelian. 
We refer to 6 as the obstruction class to w being homotopy abelian. 
Definition 2.2. For a space X the composite 
n:x Lxxx LXAX 
is called the reduced diagonal map. Since V: X * X -+ C(X A X) is a homotopy 
equivalence, there is a unique class d = dx : CX -+ X * X satisfying v o d = E(n). 
We refer to dx as the diagonal class. 
Proposition 2.3. Let f : Y + X be a map. Then 
dxo,Ef=(f*f)ody:CY+X*X 
and 
bcx 0 Cf = (mf * mzf) 0 6cy : CY + ncx * REX. 
Proof. For the first statement note that 
VOdXOCf =qEx)ocf 
= C(f A f) 0 -my) 
=C(f A f)ovody 
=..(f *f)ody 
and hence dx oCf = (f * f) o d y since v is a homotopy equivalence. The naturality of b 
as expressed in the second statement is similarly established, by use of the characterizing 
equation. Cl 
Proposition 2.4. For any space X one has the relation: 
(rVr)oWodx=w- aow:CX-+CXVCX. 
proof- If il, i2 : CX -+ CX V CX are the inclusions we may write w = ii + i2 and 
(T 0 w = i:! + il. Then by Definition 2.2 and by (1.1) we have: 
- 
Wodx=Wovodx 
=%oz?Z:qoZ(A) 
= (41 0 .qpl) - i2 0 -%2) + in 0 ,%a) + i2 0 C(p2)) 0 E(A) 
= --iI - iz + il + i2 
= -(i2 + il) + (il + iz) 
= -aow+w. 
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Here, of course, pt , pz : X x X + X are the two projections. Since it is easily checked 
that CT o w o r = (r V r) o w we obtain 
(rVr)oWod~=(rVr)o{-aow+w} 
=(rVr)oaowor+(rVr)ow=w-COow, 
as required. 0 
Definition 2.5. Let CY : CX -+ A and p : CX + B be given maps. The composite 
ZX %X*X 
a’ *p’ 
F flA*f2B 
will be denoted [cy, p]’ and called the dual product of QI and p. This defines the dual 
product pairing [ , ]’ : x(CX, A) x x(xX, B) -+ r(CX, RA * f2B). Somewhat different 
(but essentially equivalent) definitions of [ , 1’ were given by Arkowitz in [ 11. The 
name for this product was subsequently changed to flat product. However since we use 
f2A * f2B rather than the flat product of spaces ACB we prefer to continue with the 
original name of dual product. 
Proposition 2.6. Let (Y : CX + A and ,D : CX -+ B be given maps. Then we have: 
(a) For any map f : Y + X the equation [a, p]’ 0 Cf = [Q. 0 Cf, ,flo Cf]’ holds. 
(b) For maps u : A + A’ and u : B -+ B’ the equation 
[‘1LO(Y,VoP]‘=(~nZL*nw)o[a,P]’ 
holds. 
Proof. (a) Note that (CY 0 Cf)’ = (Y’ o f and (/3 0 C.f)’ = P’ 0 f. Hence 
[cx o Cf, /3 o E:f]’ = ((a 0 Cf)’ * (P 0 Cf)‘) 0 dy 
=(c~‘*p’)o(f*f)ody 
=(c~‘*fl’)od~oCf (by Proposition 2.3) 
= [Cx, p]’ 0 Cf. 
(b) Because (U o a). = flu. o CY’ and (u 0 p). = flu 0 ,O’ we obtain 
[uoCY,7Iop]‘= (( Uo,)‘*(Uop).) odx 
=(.C?u*f2w)o(c~‘*p’)odx 
= (flu * nv> 0 [cl, P]‘, 
as stated. 0 
Proposition 2.7. For any space X the equation 
6xX = [lxx, lcx]' : cx + ncx * s;Icx 
holds. 
Proof. Directly from the characterizing equation we obtain e o b = w - (g 0 w). Also 
properties of Whitehead products imply that 
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e 0 [lcx, lcx]’ = ( - EEX v --E,rx) 0 w 0 (7x * 7jx) 0 dx 
= ( - EEX V --ECX) 0 (C(qx) V C(qx)) 0 W 0 dx 
= ( - &EX O ~(T’x) v -&EX 0 c(r]x)) 0 w 0 dx 
=(rvr) oWodx. 
The result now follows from Proposition 2.4. q 
From Proposition 2.7 we deduce that 6cx = 0 if and only if [lzx, 1~x1’ = 0. Hence 
we have: 
Proposition 2.8. The following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) The suspension comultiplication on CX is homotopy abelian. 
(b) 6xX = 0: cx + flex * ficx. 
(c) [lEX, IEX]’ = 0: cx + REX * flex. 
We point out that the equivalence of conditions (a) and (c) in Proposition 2.8 was 
previously given in [9, Theorem 21. 
Corollary 2.9. (a) If dx = 0 then .EX is homotopy abelian. 
(b) If the reduced diagonal n : X + X A X is null-homotopic then CX is homotopy 
abelian. 
(c) if .EX is homotopy abelian then [CY, ,0]’ = 0 for any maps CY: CX + A and 
p:EX+B. 
Proof. (al Immediate since [lax, 1~x1’ = (77~ * 77~) o dx. 
(b) If A = 0 then Y o dx = E(n) = 0. Because v is a homotopy equivalence, this 
implies that dx = 0 and so CX is homotopy abelian by part (a). 
(c) For [a,p] = (0 CY * L’p) o [lcx, 1~x1’ by Proposition 2.6(b). q 
Note that the hypothesis of Corollary 2.9(b) is satisfied if X admits a comultiplication. 
In particular, as is well known, CX is homotopy abelian if X is itself a suspension. For 
similar results compare [8, Theorem 4.11 or [2, Corollary 3.31. 
Proposition 2.10. Let ‘p : CU + A V B be a map of projection-type (a, b). Then the 
equation 
T 0 (pHI( ~.Eu) = PHI(P) + [b, a]’ : .?XJ + S2B * flA 
holds. Here o: A V B + B V A and T: QA * QB + RB * 0A are as given in 
Definition 1.7. 
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Proof. Using the relation ~BVA o (onb * flu) = (b V u) 0 ecu for fiber projections we 
have 
&VA 0 [b, a]’ = &VA 0 (fx * flu) 0 [lCU, h]’ (by Proposition 2.6(b)) 
= (b v a) 0 ecu 0 [lcu, lcv]’ 
= (bvu)oe,u~6cu (by Proposition 2.7) 
=(bVu)ow~~-(bVu)oc7ow~~. 
AiSOegVAO(THI((p)=aOcp-(bVU) o WEu directly by Definition 1.4. Hence 
eBVAO{CHI((p)+[b, U]'} = docp-(bvU)OoOWzu. 
Now since also 
the proposition is proven. •I 
Theorem 2.11. Let c : C + A V B be a map of projection-type (CY, ,@). Then for any map 
u : CU + C the equation 
TO cH1(‘1~) = (0 o c}HI(u) + [p o TL, Q: o ~1’ 
is valid. Furthermore the last term of this equation is zero if the suspension comultipli- 
cation on either of CU or E6X is homotopy abelian. 
Proof. Note that c o ‘1~ has projection-type (CX o u,P o u). Hence 
To cHI(‘LL) = T 0 {C 0 2~}HI(lxu) (by Proposition 1.6(iv)) 
= crHI(c o u) + [PO u, (Y 0 211’ (by Proposition 2.10) 
= {a 0 c}HI(‘LL) + [P o u, cx o u]’ (by Proposition 1.6(iv)). 
Now by use of Propositions 2.6(b) and 2.7 we see that 
[p 0 u, Q 0 u]’ = (n/3 * ncx) 0 (Lk * n?L) 0 [lzu, lcu]’ 
= (,nP * ntr) 0 (L?u. * n?L> 0 bcu. 
Hence [p o ‘1~, a! o u]’ = 0 if 6EU = 0. Also EC o C(u’) = ‘u. so by Proposition 2.3 
[pou,a!oZL]‘=(np*~ncr)o(~nZL*~nZL)ob~7U 
= (L?P * na) 0 (Q&C * Q&c) 0 (.nC(TJ’) * mq?J~)) 0 bcv 
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= (tip * f-h!) 0 (O&c * n&c) 0 Gcnc 0 C(u’). 
Therefore if Gxnc = 0 then again the last term of the equation vanishes. •! 
3. Hopf invariants of the Berstein-Hilton-Ganea kind 
Definition 3.1. Let c : C + AVB be a given map of projection-type (a, /?). The function 
cH1: r(EU, C) + r(CU, RA * OB) 
u v cHI(u) 
will be called the Hopf invariant induced by the map c : C + A V B and referred to as 
a Hopf invariant of the Berstein-Hilton-Ganea kind. By Proposition 1.6(ii) we have 
cHI(u) = cHI(&c) 0 C(U’) 
and hence cH1 is uniquely determined by the class cHI(sc) : EQC + OA * RB. This 
class is called the defining class for cH1; by abuse of notation it frequently will be denoted 
just cH1 rather than cHI(&c). 
Proposition 3.2. Let x : CR(A x B) -+ A V B be defined as the sum 
X=~AO&AOC~~A+~BO&~OZ~~~B 
and let c: C 4 A V B be a map of projection-type (a, p). Then the defining class 
cH1: CRC + RA * OB satisfies the equation 
eocHI=co~~-~ocn(anp). 
Proof. It is immediate that 
and hence by the characterizing equation 
e o cH1 = C 0 cHI(&c) 
=CO&C-jBOPO&c-jAOffO&C 
=CO&~-(jAO~OEC+jB"Po&C) 
= co EC - x 0 EfI(aAp), 
as claimed. 0 
It will be convenient to restate Theorem 2.11 in terms of defining classes. 
Theorem 3.3. Let c : C + A V B be a map of projection-type (a, p). Then 
TocHI= {~~oc}H1+ [POEG,(YOEC]’ 
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as homotopy classes ZG’C + SZB * RA. If CRC is homotopy abelian then the dual 
product term vanishes. 
For our purposes here it will also be necessary to relate cH1 to the homotopy operation 
canonically associated with the exterior join functor, as developed in [ 1 I]. Recall that if 
o : X + A and /3 : Y -+ B are arbitrary maps then the exterior join of o and ,O is the 
fiber sequence 
Fa * Fp 
e,*@ pa*!3 
- E(&P) F A x B 
in which by definition the total space is the double mapping cylinder 
E(c&@ = M (X x B 
1xP ax1 
t-----XxX ------+AxY 
> 
and where by F,, say, we denote the homotopy fiber of the map a! as specified by the 
homotopy pullback square: 
F, LX 
F, = {(a, x) E A’ x X 1 a(0) = *, o( 1) = c+)} 
Note that we may make the following identifications: 
E(i*;)=B”A=A”B, E[;*!)=X*Y. 
Furthermore, in the first case, the exterior join fiber sequence may be identified with the 
fiber sequence given in the statement of Proposition 1.1. 
Now there are inclusions jA : A L) E(cY*~) and jB : B c) E(c&p) into the two 
“ends” A x Y and X x B of E(c&/3) and these may be used to define a map 
3 = j, 0 &A 0 C&,/t + j, 0 &g 0 CflpB : CfI(A X B) -+ E(trJrP). 
Here PA : A x B + A and pg : A x B -+ B are the projections. The relation 
Pcr*b~~=~(~x~):C~(A~B)-+A~B 
holds. Hence, and because &+_ is a monomorphism on homotopy groups, there exists 
a unique class EL?E(cr+fl) + F, * Fo denoted (cr*p)O satisfying the equation 
e a*0 0 (c-w*P)@ = EE(a*P) - J O CflPa*p. (3.1) 
The class (c&p)@ is the defining class for a homotopy operation 
(&P)O: n(CU, E(oJrP)) + n(.J=J, F, * FD), 
natural in U, said to be associated to c&,0. That is, one defines 
(O*@)@(U) = (QjrP)O 0 C(u’) 
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for a given map ‘u, : CU -+ E(a*fi). Naturality in U means that if h : V -+ U is a map 
then (cY*~)@(u o Eh) = (C&~)@(U) o Eh. The operation is also functorial in cy and ,O 
as expressed in the following proposition (see [I I]). 
Proposition 3.4. Let the two diagrams on the left below induce the diagram on the right 
below by means of the exterior join functol: 
Then the diagram 
(u*PP 
: I 
(a’*a’)o 
F, + F’p - Fc,t * FP UC2 *up 
is homotopy commutative. 
Proposition 3.5. Let c : C -+ A V B be a map of projection-type (cu, /3). Then 
cH1 = 802Yfk:Ef2C-+ftA*fzB. 
Proof. We abbreviate 
As has been noted already, the fiber sequence 
inc 
s2.4*~B -~---+AvB--+AxB 
of Proposition 1.1 is identified with the exterior join fiber sequence of the maps * -=+ A 
and * -+ B. In this case the corresponding map 3 : CfZ(A x B) + A V 23 is just the map 
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x of Proposition 3.2. Now the relation aAD = (inc) o c holds since c has projection-type 
(a,/3) so we have 
eorocnc =(&A/B-X o CR(inc)} o _X.Qc (by (3.1)) 
=co&C-XOcn(anp) 
=CocHI (by Proposition 3.2). 
This establishes the proposition. •I 
4. The Ganea-Hopf invariant 
We now let f : C + A and g : C -+ B be fixed maps and denote by M (f, g) their 
double mapping cylinder. Hence the square 
9 
B 
r 1 
3 il D(c, 0 = h tl E MU, g) (4.1) 
A - Wf,g) 
+I 
is a homotopy pushout. Here the maps (or operators) ie and ii denote inclusion at 
parameter t = 0 and t = 1 respectively. In particular, the mapping cone of f is defined 
to be 
C, = M(* t C f+ A), 
taken with vertex at parameter t = 0. Let $J : M (f, g) + Cf VC, be obtained by applying 
the double mapping cylinder functor to the diagram on the left below, as indicated. 
Ad-C&B M(f,g) 
Explicitly, 
1 (lx, 1 - 24, *), 0 < t < 1Cl[x,tl ;, = 
(*, [x,2t - l]), 4 < t < 1, 
for x E C, while T/J~A~~ is the map ii V il : A V B + Cf V C,. 
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Let T : M(f, g) + M(g, f), T[Z, t] = [cc, 1 - t], be parameter eversal. Then we easily 
verify that the diagram 
M(f,g) -% C, VC, 
(4.2) 
is commutative. 
One may think of $ as the map which collapses “the equator” of M(f, g) to a point, 
with the proper parameterization in the mapping cones taken into account. This last point 
is important. For example, when A = * then $J becomes a map 11, : C, -+ .JYC V C,. In 
this case we also have the map E: C, -+ .ZC V C, given by 
E[x,t] = 
{ 
(Lx, 24, *I, o<t<$, 
(*, [x,2t - l]), ; < t < 1, 
where z E C. This latter is the cooperator map for the coaction of 2ZC on C,. It is clear 
that r,/.~ and Z are different maps. But in fact we plainly have 
Denote by A, : M(f, g) + C, the canonical map which collapses the subset A of 
M(f, g) to a point. Then 1c, : M(f, g) + Cf V C, has projection-type (Xf o T, A,). 
Definition 4.1. The map r+!~ : M( f, g) + Cf V C, may be used, in accordance with 
Definition 3.1, to induce a Hopf invariant which we denote 
GHI = $HI : r(CX, M(f, g)) + r(CX, fZ, * .nC,) 
and call the Ganeu-Hopf invariant associated fo the pair (f, g). Recall that we also use 
the notation GHI to denote the defining class GHI : EL?M(f, g) + f2Cf * fE, of the 
operation. The characterizing equation for GHI is 
J! o GHI(u) = $J ou--jc, ox~ou-~jcf OAf or021 
for u : CX -+ M(f, g). 
Remark 4.2. As has been previously mentioned, when A = * we have the two maps 
$ : C, -+ EC V C, and C: C, + ZC V C,. Each of these maps induces a Hopf in- 
variant r(.ZYU, C,) -+ r(ZU, RCC * W’,). The Hopf invariant induced by $J we have 
here denoted by GHI and called the Ganea-Hopf invariant. However the Hopf invariant 
induced by Z is the one actually considered by Ganea in [5]; moreover it has also been 
denoted GHI in [4] and [5]. To resolve this conflict in notation we shall henceforth use 
the definitions: 
GHI = tiH1, GaneaHI = ZHI 
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Since C= (r V lc,) o $J we deduce by Theorem 1.6(v) that 
GaneaHI( u) = (52 r*lnc,)oGHI(~):CX_,~nCC*~C, 
where u : CX + C,. Let q : C, -+ CC be the canonical quotient map. Then + has 
projection-type (r o q, lc,) and C has projection-type (q, lc,). Therefore, the two respec- 
tive characterizing equations are: 
Co GHI(u) = $ ou-jjc90u--jjc~oroqou, 
f? o GaneaHI(u) = cou--_jc, ou-jjccoqou. 
5. The formulations of Nomura and of Walker 
We suppose maps f : C -+ A and g : C + B are given as in (4.1). Using the double 
mapping track functor P(., .) we set 
E(fTg) =P(A a M(f,g) 6 B) 
= (a,a,b) E A x M(f,g) 
{ 
[‘,‘I x B 1 a(O) = a, CT( 1) = b} 
obtaining a homotopy pullback square: 
E(fZg) % B 
PA 
1 
& 
1 
il Ya, gr k t> = a(t) E M(f, 9) 
A y M(f,g) 
The induced map’; = c f;“s : C -+ E(f $9) defines the cojoin f zg of the maps f and 
g. Explicitly we have E(c) = (f(c), [c, .],g(c)) f or c E C, where [c, +] denotes the path 
in M(f,g) specified by [c, .](t) = [c, t]. 
By the theory of homotopy pullbacks there is a fibration sequence 
flM(f,g) A E(fzg) 
P/i, 
-----+AxB 
where a(r) = (*, T, *) for T E C?M(f, g) and ~~:~(a, 0, b) = (a, b). 
The cojoin of spaces A and B is defined by 
* * 
ATB=E 3-T J- . 
i 1 A B 
Since M(A t * + B) = A V B, the corresponding fibration sequence for AZ B is of 
the form 
Q(Av B) 2 A%B 
PAiS 
------+AxB. 
Furthermore, given maps u, v: V -+ O(A V B), it is known (cf. [12, Lemma 1.11) that 
onehasaou=aovifandonlyifthereexistmapsh:V-,~AandIc:V-,J2B 
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such that the equation (.nj~ o h) . u = v . (Oj, o k) holds. We will make use of this 
observation in the proof of Proposition 5.3 below. 
The proof of the following known result is omitted. 
Proposition 5.1. For any (as always for us, well-pointed) spaces A and B the composite 
n(ea”B) 
fi(G’A*J-IB) ’ O(Av B) & AZB 
is a homotopy equivalence. 
Definition 5.2. Let c : C + A V B be a map of projection-type (cx, p). By Proposition 
1.3 we have (inc) o c o EC = (inc) o (Jo o a o EC + j, o p o EC) and from this it follows 
that (inc) o (-j, o (Y 0 EC + c o EC - Jo o p o EC) = 0. Hence by Proposition 1.1 there 
is a unique class cNH1: CRC -+ C2A * flB satisfying the equation 
CA”~OCNHI=-~A~~OEC+COEC-~~OPOE~. 
This class cNH1 serves as the defining class for a Hopf invariant 
n(CU, C) -+ n(CU, RA * RB), u c) cNH1 o C(U.), 
which we refer to as the Nomura-Hopf invariant induced by c : C + A V B. We observe 
that the Nomura-Hopf invariant cNH1 is a “conjugate” of cH1 since the relation 
~AO~~EC+~A”B~CNHI-~AO~~OE~=~A”~OCHI (5.1) 
clearly holds. 
Proposition 5.3. Let c: C -+ A V B be a map of projection-type (0, ,O). Then the two 
composite maps 
(CNHI) n(eA”L?) 
RC F fl(QA* QB) ____f R(AvB) a_, ATB 
and 
nc Refl(AvB) 5 AGB 
are homotopic. 
Proof. By the definition of cNH1 we have 
~ocNHI=-~Ao~:oE~+coE~-~~oPoE~. 
Now under the adjunction isomorphism this equation becomes 
neo(cNHI)‘= O(jAOo)-’ .n~.n(j,op)-~. 
Or equivalently (flj,+ o ficx) . (fi’t o (cNH1)‘) = 0c . (f?j~ o L?/?-‘). But as previously 
observed this implies that a o RC o (cNH1). = a o Rc, as claimed. 0 
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Next we consider the map ?I, : M(f, g) --+ Cf V C, in the context of this section. 
Now the cojoin is a functor and applied to the diagram on the left below produces the 
homotopy commutative square on the right below. 
The induced map WI-II : E( f % g) + Cf “C, is the Walker-Hopf invariant associated to 
f and g as defined by Walker [ 131. Explicitly, 
WHI(a, U, b) = (a, 1c, o CT, b) for (a, CJ, b) E E(fqg). 
By naturality of the cojoin fibration sequence the square 
flM(f,g) -& W~‘g) 
fw 1 1 WHI 
fqCf v Cg) -g-+ CfXg 
is commutative. Let NH1 denote the composite 
n* 
flM(f,g) - R(C, v C,) a_, c+c,. 
This is just the Hopf invariant associated to f and g as defined by Nomura [12, p. 2741. 
Hence we have the equation WI-II o a = NHI. 
Also by Proposition 5.3 we have: 
Proposition 5.4. The factorization 
(1LNHI). 1 T a 
n(nc, * ,nC,) _______+ Q(Cf v C,) 
0e 
is valid as a statement about homotopy classes. 
Since, by Proposition 5.1, 8 o 52e is a homotopy equivalence, Proposition 5.4 implies 
that ($NHI)‘ is essentially the same as NHI. Furthermore we point out that Propo- 
sition 5.4 taken together with (5.1) makes clear the relationship between NH1 (and 
consequently as well the Walker-Hopf invariant WHI) and the Ganea-Hopf invariant 
GHI: EL?M(f,g) + SZC, * OC, as defined in Definition 4.1. 
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6. The Ganea-Hopf invariant in relation to [ll] 
As defined in [ 1 l] there is associated to the square in diagram (4.1) a Hopf invariant 
which we shall here denote MHI: x(2X, M(f, 9)) + r(CU, Fi, * Fi,). We recall the 
definition of MHI, in its formulation in terms of the exterior join 
Fin * F,, 
e+, 
- E(io*til) 
pi,*i, 
- M(f,g) x M(f,g) 
of the maps io and il. First, as in (3.1), a class (io_kil)O: Z&‘E(io*il) + Fi, * Fi, 
is obtained. Also we have a map @ : M(f, g) -+ E(io*il) obtained by applying the 
double mapping cylinder functor as indicated below. 
A 
f 
W------C LB M(f> 9) 
A xM(f,g) ‘~xil AxB io M(f,g) x B 
In this diagram the homotopies H and G are given by H(c, t) = (f(c), [c, 1 - t]) and 
G(c, t) = ([c, tl, g(c)) f or c E C, 0 < t < 1. Then the defining class for MHI is defined 
to be the composite 
MHI: EOM(f,g) 
cn@ 
___) CRE(io*til) 
(io*il)O 
A Fi, * Fi,. 
Definition 6.1. Let f : C -+ A be an arbitrary map and recall from Section 3 the notation 
introduced in regard to the homotopy fiber off. Then the double mapping cylinder functor 
may be used as indicated below to induce a map which we denote -pf. 
*e---C---+A 
f 
Cf 
The negative of this map, that is pf : CFf + Cf , is called the homotopy Thorn class 
associated to f. If we recall that the homotopy fiber of f is given by 
Ff = {(n, z) E A’ x C 1 a(0) = *, 6( 1) = f(x)} 
then an explicit formula for pf can be taken to be 
Pf [Cm, XL tl = 
n(2t)EA, O<t<;, 
[X,2-2& ; <t< 1, 
for (a,~) E Ff. 
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In order to establish the notation that will be needed, we imbed diagram (4.1) into a 
larger diagram. 
Ff A Fi, 61 fxf 
l- 1 1 
Fg -----d-k B -* 
TO 1 -f 1 % 1 il 1 
Fi, P A 4 M(f,g) + Cf 
CO 1 1 
6 
1 
XfOT 
A, 
(6.1) 
In this diagram it is easily checked that 01 o ~1 = (bf)’ : Ff -+ f2Cf and that CTO o 70 = 
(/A~)’ : Fg -+ f-E,. 
Now the exterior join functor applied to the two diagrams below 
eio 1 - 1 %l - 1 
B -* 
M(f,g) y- C, M(f,g) - 
XfOT 
Cf 
g 
produces the following homotopy commutative diagram: 
ei,,;, 1 ===+ 1 
E(iollrG) w c, VCf 
pi,*i, 
1 
===+ 
1 
inc 
M(f, 9) x M(.f, 9) - 
&7 x (A, 07) 
c, X Cf 
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It then follows by Proposition 3.4 that the square 
is homotopy commutative. 
Proposition 6.2. The square 
MU, g> 2 M(g,f) 
01 1 
II, 
E(io*il) 7 Cg ” Cf 
is homotopy commutative. 
Proof. The double mapping cylinder functor applied to the composite diagram 
(6.2) 
AxM(f,s) ‘~xi AxB z M(f>g)xB 
1 
1 
ox (X,07-) 1 1 A, x0 
* x Cf f-------*x* ------4,x* 
yields a map M(f, g) -+ Cf V C, whose composition with u : Cf V C, + C, V Cf is 
just the composite w 0 @ : M(f, g) + C, V Cf. But because the two lower squares in 
the above diagram are strictly commutative, we may, within its homotopy class, take the 
definition of w o @ to be given by 
(w (* 7 h 1 - 2tl), cl G t 6 0 O>[G tl ( ;, = 
([G2t - 11, *), + < t G 1, 
for z E C, while (w o @)l~v~ is the composite 
AvB 2 Cf vcg & CgVCf. 
But, as is easily checked, this latter definition is exactly the definition for the composite 
$ o r. This establishes the proposition. 0 
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Proposition 6.3. The square 
MHI 
~QM(f,g) - & * Fi, 
is homotopy commutative. Note that in this statement $HI is the Ganea-Hopf invariant 
associated to the pair (g, f) rather than the pair (f, g). 
Proof. For brevity let 
Then we have 
(00 * gt) o MHI = (Q * 01) o (ic*it)O o EL?@ (by definition of MHI) 
=roCL?woC.Q@ (by (6.2)) 
=l-ocn$ocm- (by Proposition 6.2) 
= @HI o _EL’r (by Proposition 3.5) 
and the proposition is proven. 0 
Theorem 6.4. The equation 
T 0 GHI = (q, * 61) 0 MHI + [A, 0 EM(f,s), xf 0 T 0 EM(~,~)]’ 
is valid as a statement about homotopy classes EQM(f, g) + Z’, * L’C,. 
Proof. In the proof, in order to avoid confusion of notation, it will be convenient to let 
$ : M(.f,g) + Cf V C, and 4 : M(s, f) -+ C, V Cf denote the canonically defined 
operators. We first note that 
qH1 o EQr = GHI(E~(~,~)) o Zflr 
= IjHI(&Mcs,f) o CRT) (by Proposition 1.6(i)) 
= @Wr”&M(f,g)) (by naturality of E) 
= (4 o T}HI(&M(f,s)) (by Proposition 1.6(iv)) 
= (4 o r}HI. 
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Then we have 
(c~~*cq)oMHI =$HId:nr (by Proposition 6.3) 
= {2c, o r}HI (by above) 
= {O o $}HI (by (4.2)) 
= T 0 GHI - [A, 0 E,vt(f,g)> Xf 0 r 0 w(f,gj]‘: 
the last equality holding by Proposition 3.3. The theorem now follows. •I 
7. The main result 
Let r : U * V -+ M(f, g) be the map induced by the double mapping cylinder functor 
as indicated below. Here pry and pv denote projection maps and the data in the diagram 
on the left is assumed to be given. 
(7.1) 
At C --+B 
f 
M(.f, g) 
9 
Now because we work in the category of well-pointed spaces, the join U * V has 
the homotopy type of a suspension space. In consequence, the Ganea-Hopf invariant 
GHI(F): U * V --t f2C, * LX’, of the map r : U * V + M( f, g) is defined. More 
explicitly, a suspension structure on U * V is specified by requiring that the homotopy 
equivalence 
v:u*v -2 _z(UX V) -2 C(UAV) 
be homotopy linear, i.e., a co-H-map. Let F : Z(U A V) + M(f, g) be the unique class 
satisfying r o v = r. In this section it is our aim to compute GHI(F) = GHI(r) o V. 
Associated to diagram (7.1) are the two diagrams 
U 5 Fg V 5 Ff 
1 * leg 1 * 14 
uxv -kc uxv --L c 
PV 1 -s 1 9 PU 1 s- 1 f 
V ---+B U --+A 
in which ,of and pg are the maps induced on homotopy fibers. 
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We shall need the following result from [Ii]. 
Theorem 7.1. The diagram 
P!J*Pf 
U*V - Fg * Ff 
” 1 
‘qu A V) m*T 
C(F.) 1 
~f=w > 9) A Fi” * Fi, 
WI 
is homotopy commutative where 70 and ~1 are the maps speci$ed in diagram (6.1). That 
is, 
For use in the statement of the next theorem, we introduce the following notation in 
regard to the dual product. Let 5 : U * V -+ X and y : U * V --+ Y be given maps. We may 
then choose unique classes Z: .Z(UnV) -+ X and y: C(UAV) -+ Y satisfying 5ov = x 
and go v = y respectively. Now by Definition 2.5 the dual product [Z, 4’ is defined and, 
in this situation, we shall understand by the dual product [a, y]’ : U * V -+ RX * OY of 
2 and y the composite [Z, 4’ o Y. 
Theorem 7.2 (Main Theorem). The equation 
To GHW = (&I’ * (up)‘) 0 (PS * ,of) + [& * CA, * r 0 PI’ 
is valid as a statement about homotopy classes U * V -+ SZC, * tic,. Here pg and 
pf are the respective homotopy Thorn classes. Furthermore the dual product term in 
the equation vanishes if either of U or V is a suspension space or if the suspension 
comultiplication on CQM (f, g) is homotopy abelian. 
Proof. For brevity of notation we let E = EM(f ,9) : CQM (f, g) + M (f, s) and observe 
that E o C(F’) = ?. Using Theorem 6.4 we have: 
To GHI(P) = T 0 GHI(F) 0 v 
=ToGHioC(?‘.)ov 
= {(Q * a,) o MHI + [A, 0 E, Xf o T 0 E]‘} 0 E(i;‘) 0 v. 
But since v is homotopy linear this last expression equals 
(a0 * al) o MHI 0 C(?;.) 0 v -t [A, 0 E, xf 0 T 0 E]’ * c(i;‘) * v. 
Now 
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(~*~,)oMHIoC(~jov 
= (a0 *a,) o (~0 * ~1) o (ps * of) (by Theorem 7.1) 
= ((/%). * (/-V)‘) O (Ps * PP) (as in (6.1)) 
and 
[A, 0 E, Xf 0 T 0 E]’ 0 C(F) 0 Y 
= [A, o E o Z(r.), Xf o T o E o Z(r.)]’ o v (by Proposition 2.6(a)) 
= [X, 0 r, Xf 0 T 0 T;]’ 0 V 
= [A9 0 r, Af o T o r]‘. 
From these observations it follows that the equation claimed in the theorem holds. 
Next we consider the vanishing of the dual product term. If EL?M(f, g) is homotopy 
abelian then by Corollary 2.9(c) the dual product [X, o E, Xf o T o E]’ vanishes and 
consequently so does the dual product term given in the equation. Finally, note that 
dM(f,s) o Z(?;.) = (r. * r.) o d (u,,v) by Proposition 2.3. Now if either of U or V is a 
suspension space then so is U A V. Hence it follows by Corollary 2.9(b) that, in either 
case, _E(U A V) is homotopy abelian and so the dual product term again vanishes. 0 
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